Yair N. Minsky
These notes summarize a short set of lectures I gave at the PCMI program on mapping class groups and moduli spaces in the summer of 2011. My job was to introduce the mapping class group of a surface, discuss its basic features from a topologist's point of view, and give a description of the Nielsen-Thurston classification of mapping classes.
When writing out these notes I couldn't help wondering to myself what purpose they could possibly serve. All of this beautiful material is by now 30 years old or older, and has been described eloquently in a number of books and articles, notably (for the Thurston material) the Asterisque volume "Travaux de Thurston sur les surfaces" [27] and its new translation [28] , Thurston's own famous article [70] , Casson's lecture notes with Bleiler [20] , and most recently Farb-Margalit's lovely text [26] .
While giving the talks the most enjoyable part for me (and I hope for the audience) was drawing the many pictures one needs to really illustrate the ideas. Perhaps if nothing else, then, one goal for these notes is to recapture some of the feeling of an informal chalkboard lecture, with as many engaging pictures as possible.
In the last section, I have added a brief and highly biased meander through areas of the literature which I find particularly interesting. The field is much larger than I can really do it justice here, so this is by no means an exhaustive survey.
Definitions, examples, basic structure
Definitions. Throughout, S = S g,n , the oriented surface of genus g with n punctures ( Figure 1 ). Occasionally we will consider surfaces with boundary instead of punctures, but we will not emphasize this point.
The mapping class group of S, here denoted Mod(S), is the group Mod(S) = Homeo + (S)/ Homeo 0 (S).
That is, the group of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms modulo the relation of isotopy. The group appears naturally in many contexts. It is relevant for describing gluings of 3-manifolds along boundary surfaces; for classifying bundles whose fibres are 2-dimensional; it is the natural symmetry group for the space of conformal or hyperbolic structures on a surface; it is important in the dynamical study of diffeomorphisms and flows. There are some choices implicit in this definition; let us remark on them briefly.
• Orientation: The restriction to oriented surfaces and orientation preserving homeomorphisms is mostly a matter of simplicity, and it is also natural when considering Riemann surfaces, which are naturally oriented. Allowing orientation-reversing maps of S g,n would, for example, produce an index 2 extension of Mod(S).
• Homeo versus Diffeo: We could endow S with smooth structure and consider Diff + (S)/ Diff 0 (S). This is the same group, but the proof is not trivial. We will be cavalier about this distinction, switching categories as convenient.
• Homotopy versus Isotopy: We could replace the relation of isotopy with homotopy, still yielding the same group. This is nontrivial, and not quite true in complete generality -in particular there exists an orientationreversing homeomorphism of the disk or the annulus which is homotopic, but not isotopic, to the identity.
• Homeomorphisms versus homotopy-equivalences: The group of homotopyequivalences, mod homotopy, is a completely algebraic object, namely
Out(π 1 (S)) = Aut(π 1 (S))/Inn(π 1 (S)).
If S is closed (n = 0), then the natural map Mod(S) → Out(π 1 (S)) is an isomorphism by the Dehn-Nielsen-Baer theorem. We will not prove this here. In general, one must restrict to automorphisms of π 1 (S) that "respect the punctures".
• Punctures versus boundary: If we give our surfaces boundary, we might consider the group of homeomorphisms that fix the boundary pointwise, modulo isotopies that do the same. This makes Dehn twists around the boundary nontrivial (see below for definitions), and so gives a group which is a extension of our group by this (abelian) group of twists. It is not hard, with these remarks in mind, to show that Mod(S) is a countable group -note that any map S → S sufficiently close to the identity is homotopic to the identity. However note also that this is false if we allow g = ∞ or n = ∞.
Simplest surfaces. For the sphere S 0,0 and the plane S 0,1 , Mod(S) is trivial. A key point here is to isotope the image of a circle back to itself, which is actually somewhat delicate (involving the Jordan curve theorem and the Alexander trick). This is the simplest case of the "homotopy implies isotopy" remark above.
For the annulus S = S 0,2 , Mod(S) = Z/2Z. The nontrivial element is the 180 degree rotation illustrated in Figure 2 . There is nothing else -an orientationpreserving homeomorphism fixing the punctures must be isotopic to the identity. Similarly, for the 3-holed sphere, Mod(S 0,3 ) is finite -it is identified with the group of permutations of the punctures. Generators are pictured in Figure 3 . To see this, note π 1 (T ) = Z 2 and Aut(Z 2 ) = GL(2, Z), so there is a natural map Mod(T ) → GL(2, Z). The map lands in SL(2, Z) because of the orientationpreserving condition.
The map is surjective because any A ∈ SL(2, Z) acts linearly on R 2 preserving Z 2 , hence the action gives a homeomorphism of T = R 2 /Z 2 . It is injective because if a map is the identity on π 1 (T ) it is homotopic to the identity. This can be done by hand in R 2 , or we can appeal to general notions -T is a K(π, 1).
The nontrivial elements of SL(2, Z) fall into three distinct types:
• Finite order (elliptic): Consider has order 6. On the usual Z 2 lattice it does not act as a rotation -it is better viewed on the hexagonal lattice Z + Ze 2πi/3 (identifying R 2 with C), where it is a rotation by π/3 ( Figure 5 ). More precisely this rotation is obtained by conjugating
by the element of SL(2, R) that takes the square lattice to the hexagonal one. Finite order elements of SL(2, Z) have traces in {−1, 0, 1}. It is not hard to check that there are finitely many conjugacy classes like this, all corresponding to the examples we have given or to their powers. Figure 6 . A parabolic transformation twists the torus around a simple loop.
• Twist maps (parabolic):
, so τ has infinite order. Note it preserves (up to isotopy) exactly one simple closed curve on the torus ( Figure 6 ). Parabolic matrices have trace ±2. • Anosov (hyperbolic): Consider A = [ 3 1 2 1 ]. It has two eigenvalues λ ± > 0 such that λ + λ − = det A = 1. The eigenvectors give two transverse invariant foliations by straight lines, one expanded and one contracted by A (Figure 7 ). Anosov maps have traces outside [−2, 2].
Our main goal, the Nielsen-Thurston classification, generalizes this picture to arbitrary surfaces.
Action on homology.
A first attempt to generalize the torus can lead us to consider automorphisms of H 1 (S) which is Z 2g for n = 0, so we have
We don't get SL(2g, Z) now: homeomorphisms preserve the intersection form which in a standard basis is the symplectic form J, a concatenation of 0 1 −1 0 's along the diagonal. The subgroup of GL(2g, Z) preserving J is called the symplectic group Sp(2g, Z). Hence we have a short exact sequence
The kernel, I, is called the Torelli group and is an object of much interest. Surjectivity of the map can be obtained by identifying simple generators of Sp(2g, Z) and showing each can be realized by a homeomorphism. Note that this is the identity on the boundary. Hence for any embedding of A in S we can apply this map on the image and extend by the identity. This is a (leftward) Dehn twist τ (see Figure 8 ). The isotopy class of τ depends only on the isotopy (in fact homotopy) class of the embedding, particularly of the core curve γ of the annulus. We write τ = τ γ , or sometimes T γ . If γ is trivial it bounds a disk (the Jordan curve theorem again) and τ γ is trivial in Mod(S) by the Alexander trick.
If γ is nonseparating in S then Φ(τ γ ) acts nontrivially in H 1 (S) and in fact has infinite order:
is algebraic intersection number and [·] denotes homology class (see Figure 9 ). If γ is essential but separating then [γ] = 0 so Φ(τ γ ) is the identity, but τ γ still has infinite order in Mod(S). This requires more care; either some kind of careful discussion of intersection patterns of curves, or an appeal to the picture in the universal cover. We will return to this later. (Note "essential" means not bounding a disk or a once-punctured disk).
Pseudo-Anosov examples. In higher genus one can construct mapping classes similar to the Anosov case for the torus. For example, if an Anosov diffeomorphism lifts to a branched cover of the torus, we can lift the invariant foliations to obtain a pair of invariant foliations in the cover, defined everywhere except at the branch points. To make this explicit, let T = R 2 /Z 2 be the square torus, and let X be Figure 9 . The effect of a Dehn twist on homology.
obtained from two copies of T by slicing each along the image of the straight arc from 0 = (0, 0) to q = ( The L-shaped billiard table is another example (Calta [19] and McMullen [54] ). In Figure 11 we see the union of a 1 × 1 and s × s square, where s = (1 + √ 5)/2 is the golden ratio. Gluing the indicated opposite edges (A to A ′ , B to B ′ , etc) by Euclidean translations, we obtain a surface X of genus 2, with a Euclidean structure that has one singularity, the image of the eight indicated vertices.
There are two decompositions of X into a pair of annuli, as shown in Figure  12 . The Dehn twists on the two vertical annuli can be simultaneously realized by an affine map, given in the Euclidean coordinates of the table as [ 1 0
1 1 ]. The twists in the horizontal annuli can be similarly realized by [ 1 λ 0 1 ], where we leave it to the reader to deduce the value of λ. These two transformations generate a group of locally affine maps of X. In particular there are (many) compositions that result Figure 11 . L-shaped table in a hyperbolic affine map, and hence admit the same eigendirection analysis as before.
Figure 12. Two decompositions into pairs of annuli
Generators. It is a foundational fact that Mod(S) can be generated by finitely many elements. This allows the techniques of combinatorial group theory to be applied to the study of Mod(S), as well as those of geometric group theory, as we will briefly discuss in the last section.
When S is closed the generators can be taken to be Dehn twists. If S has punctures we must be careful: A Dehn twist, being supported on a compact subset, cannot permute the punctures. Define the pure mapping class group PMod(S) to be the subgroup that fixes the punctures pointwise. We will sketch the proof of this theorem:
is generated by a finite collection of Dehn twists on nonseparating curves.
Clearly PMod(S g,n ) = Mod(S g,n ) for n ≤ 1. In general, it is easy to find a finite number of homeomorphisms that suffice to give all the permutations of the punctures, and append these to the twists to get a finite generating set for the whole group.
The proof we'll sketch, following Farb-Margalit [26] , does not give a particularly efficient description of the generating set. In fact, quite explicit (and short) sets of twist generators exist -the first one was given by Dehn/Lickorish, and the shortest possible set (2g + 1 twists for S g,0 ) was given by Humphries [41] .
If one is not limited to Dehn twists, it is interesting to note that the number of generators need not grow with complexity of the surface. Indeed several authors, starting with Lickorish, have given generating sets as small as 2 for S g,0 and S g,1 . See Wajnryb [74] , Brendle-Farb [16] and Korkmaz [47] for recent results and discussions.
Sketch of the proof: Consider a graph N (S) whose vertices are (isotopy classes of) non-separating unoriented simple closed curves, and whose edges [a, b] correspond to pairs of curves a and b that intersect exactly once. A configuration associated to an edge is indicated in Figure 13 . Note that the natural action of PMod(S) on this graph is transitive on vertices, because the complement of a nonseparating curve in S g,n is always S g−1,n+2 . Thus if a and b are two such curves their complements are homeomorphic, and the homeomorphism can be chosen to "glue up" to a homeomorphism of S taking a to b. The action is transitive on edges because the complement of two curves that intersect once is always S g−1,n+1 . In fact, the action is transitive on directed edges: to find a homeomorphism that flips an edge [a, b] , observe that a regular neighborhood of a ∪ b is a torus with one hole. In the torus, the homeomorphism 0 −1 1 0 interchanges the horizontal and vertical directions and fixes a point, so we can apply this to the regular neighborhood.
We will need this basic structural fact:
as well as this inductive statement about stabilizers: (It is worth nothing that these nonseparating curves are not necessarily disjoint from a).
Assuming these lemmas for now, fix an edge [a, b] of N (S). Consider any f ∈ PMod(S). Lemma 1.2 implies that there is a sequence a = a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a k = f (a) such that a i and a i+1 intersect exactly once for each i.
The idea now, as indicated in Figure 14 , is to successively "rotate" around the vertices a i using the stabilizers Γ ai , carrying a to f (a) only using a specified set of generators. Applying Lemma 1.3, we see that H is contained in a subgroup generated by a finite collection of twists on nonseparating curves. Since PMod(S) acts transitively on directed edges of N , we see that Γ a contains an element taking b to a 1 , and hence (conjugating by this element) H contains the subgroup H 0 = Γ a , T a1 . Now note that T ai T ai+1 takes a i to a i+1 (see the discussion on the braid relation, below). Hence since H 0 contains T a0 T a1 , conjugating by this element we see that H 0 contains Γ a1 . Again by transitivity on directed edges, there is an element in Γ a1 that takes a 0 to a 2 . Conjugating by this element we find that H also contains T a2 , and hence contains
This enables us to proceed inductively, concluding that H contains an element g taking a 0 to a k . Thus g −1 f ∈ Γ a , from which we can conclude that f itself is in H, and hence H is all of PMod(S). It remains to discuss the two lemmas.
Proof of Lemma 1.2: The first idea, given two curves α and ω that intersect many times, is to use surgery to replace ω by a curve ω ′ which is adjacent to it, and intersects α fewer times. Figure 15 shows the two cases that can arise when considering two intersections of ω with α that are successive along α. In the first, we indeed see that ω ′ intersects ω exactly once. However in the second case ω ′ and ω are disjoint, and ω ′ may be separating. This idea can easily be used to give a proof of connectivity of a related complex X(S) whose vertices are all nontrivial isotopy classes and whose edges correspond to pairs of curves that intersect once or not at all.
Given a path (a i ) in X(S), we can successively reduce the number of separating curves (keeping the same endpoints) with the following observation: if a i separates S into two pieces then one, S ′ , must have positive genus. If a i±1 are in S ′ then, using induction (with base case S 1,1 ), they can be connected in X(S ′ ) by a path with only nonseparating curves in its interior. If they are not in S ′ then a i can be replaced by a nonseparating curve in S ′ . Once we have a path with only nonseparating curves, we observe that for any two disjoint nonseparating curves there exists a third curve intersecting each of them exactly once. This gives us a path in N (S).
Proof of Lemma 1.3: The proof is by induction on complexity, with base case the torus (where the result is a standard fact about SL(2, Z)). Note first that we can generate the stabilizer Γ a from PMod(S a) by adding a twist along a itself, and an element that interchanges the sides of a. A Dehn-twist construction for the latter is not hard to supply if S a has positive genus: Let b be a curve intersecting a exactly once. A regular neighborhood of the union of a and b is a one-holed torus, and there a 180
• rotation, which interchanges the sides of a, can be composed from T a and T b , as in SL(2, Z). Namely, T a T b is the order 6 map Figure 5 ; hence we see that (T a T b ) 3 corresponds in SL(2, Z) to −I, which interchanges the sides of a. (See however the end of the section for a bit more on this element).
Since S a has strictly smaller genus than S, we would like to handle PMod(S a) inductively. However, note that the number of punctures has grown, so we also need an inductive step that reduces n. This can be done via the Birman exact sequence, which we will describe only briefly: The act of "forgetting" a puncture gives a map from PMod(S g,n+1 ) to PMod(S g,n ), which fits into a short exact sequence like this:
The kernel is identified with π 1 (S g,n ) because, given a map that is isotopic to the identity after forgetting the n + 1-st puncture, following the puncture around the isotopy gives a loop in S g,n . Conversely, given an element of π 1 we can "drag" the surface around the loop to get an element in the kernel of the forgetting map. Dragging around simple nonseparating loops in S g,n corresponds to products of Dehn twists on nonseparating loops in S g,n+1 (see Figure 16 , and Figure 17 for an example with a nonsimple loop). Since π 1 (S g,n ) is generated by such loops, we obtain enough twists in S g,n+1 to enlarge a generating set for PMod(S g,n ) to one for PMod(S g,n+1 ).
Relations. In fact Mod(S) is finitely presented -i.e. is completely determined by a finite list of generators and relations. We will not discuss the proof of this here, but will limit ourselves to pointing out some interesting relations:
Commuting elements: If two homeomorphisms are supported (i.e. different from the identity) on disjoint subsets, then they commute. This applies for instance to Dehn twists on disjoint curves. Braid relation: If a and b intersect exactly once then one can easily check that
This is known as the braid relation. Root of a Dehn twist: Let c be a separating curve that cuts off a oneholed torus W , and let a and b be curves in W that intersect exactly once. Restricted to W , T a T b has order 6 (it corresponds to the elliptic element of SL(2, Z) we saw in the beginning of the section, and in the proof of Lemma 1.3). However, viewed as a homeomorphism of S as a whole, it satisfies Lantern relation: Let Y be the 4-holed sphere, with boundary components a, b, c, d and curves x, y, z labeled as in Figure 19 . Imagine that Y is embedded in a surface S so each boundary component is essential. The reader is invited to check that
(See Farb-Margalit [26] for a more illuminating discussion of this). 
Hyperbolic geometry, laminations and foliations
Hyperbolic plane and its boundary circle. We assume familiarity with the basic models of H 2 : First, the upper half plane
with the metric ds 2 /Im(z) 2 , where ds 2 = dx 2 + dy 2 is the Euclidean metric. The (orientation-preserving) isometry group is PSL(2, R), i.e. SL(2, R)/ ± 1 acting by
A suitable Möbius transformation M takes U to the unit disk, which gives another model of H 2 , where the metric is 4ds
The isometry group is now the subgroup of PSL(2, C) conjugate to PSL(2, R) by M .
There is a natural circular boundary compactifying H 2 to a disk on which isometries act homeomorphically. This boundary is identified with R ∪ {∞} for the upper half plane, and with the unit circle for the disk model. Figure 20 . A configuration of ideal geodesic triangles in the hyperbolic plane, in both models.
Geodesics in both models are arcs of circles or lines that meet the boundary orthogonally. An important property (which is intrinsically a consequence of negative curvature) is that any two different geodesics are either disjoint or intersect exactly once. Geodesics are uniquely determined by their endpoints on the circle.
Hyperbolic structures on surfaces. From now on we assume the Euler characteristic χ(S) is negative; that is, we exclude the sphere with 2 or fewer punctures, and the torus with no punctures. In this case the Uniformization Theorem gives (at least one) complete finite-area hyperbolic metric on S, or equivalently S = H 2 /Γ for π 1 (S) ∼ = Γ < PSL(2, R). Hence we can identify the universal cover of S with H 2 . This picture yields some immediate consequences: Any nontrivial, nonperipheral (not homotopic to a puncture) homotopy class of curves has a unique geodesic representative. These representatives intersect themselves and each other in the minimal possible number of points for their homotopy classes ( Figure 21 ).
Another consequence of uniqueness of geodesics is that an isometry isotopic to the identity must be the identity. We can see this by considering a system of geodesics that cuts S up into polygons. An isometry isotopic to the identity must fix all of these, hence their intersection points, and finally all the complementary polygons.
Hence the isometry group of S, which must be finite, injects in Mod(S). The Nielsen Realization Theorem gives a converse of this (see discussion in §4).
Lifting mapping classes to circle homeomorphisms. Any [f ] ∈ Mod(S) is realized by a bilipschitz map f , which can lift to a map f : H 2 → H 2 that conjugates Γ ∼ = π 1 (S) to itself. The lift is uniquely determined up to the action of Γ -that is, if β ∈ Γ then β • f is also a lift, and conversely every lift has this form. Because f is bilipschitz, it extends to the compactification H 2 , and in particular acts on the boundary circle ∂H 2 . To see this, consider a ray r : [0, ∞) → H 2 landing at a point ξ ∈ ∂H 2 . Assuming that r is parameterized by arclength, we see since f is bilipschitz that f • r escapes to infinity at a linear rate -that is, d( f (r(t)), 0) > Kt. To simplify matters assume for a moment that f is differentiable. Then the Euclidean magnitude of the derivative of f • r, in the disk model, is roughly equal to its hyperbolic magnitude multiplied by exp(−d( f (r(t)), 0)) (using the basic properties of the model). Integrating this we obtain the arclength of f • r in the model, and together with the linear escape rate we find this arclength is integrable and hence that the image path has a well-defined endpoint. The non-differentiable case follows from a similar coarse estimate. A slightly closer look at this discussion shows that the extension is continuous, and since the same analysis applies to f −1 , the extension must be a homeomorphism. We call the extension ∂ f . Moreover, note that if f and g are isotopic then this isotopy can be lifted to an isotopy between f and some lift g of g, which has bounded-length tracks (if there are punctures we need to take a bit more care). This implies that ∂ f = ∂ g ( Figure 23 ). Hence only the mapping class, and not its particular representative, matters when considering the circle maps. Figure 24 . A lift of a Dehn twist T γ to the universal cover is not a Möbius transformation. It fixes the endpoints of a lift γ, and moves the remaining two sides of the circle in opposite directions.
The ambiguity in the lift f → γ f for γ ∈ Γ means that every element of Mod(S) determines a coset of Γ in Homeo(S 1 ). As an application, consider lifts of a Dehn twist on a (possibly separating) curve. An examination in the universal cover ( Figure 24) shows that the extension to the circle is never a Möbius transformation, and hence the twist must be a nontrivial element of Mod(S) (and similarly for all its powers).
Geodesic laminations. If we consider a sequence of closed geodesics on a hyperbolic surface whose lengths go to infinity, we will notice that it tends to accumulate on Cantor-like patterns of infinite, disjoint geodesics. This phenomenon leads to the definition of geodesic laminations.
A geodesic lamination in a hyperbolic surface is a closed set λ foliated by geodesics. More precisely, for every point in λ there is a neighborhood U and a homeomorphism of pairs (U, λ ∩ U ) → ((0, 1) × (0, 1), (0, 1) × K) where K is a compact subset of (0, 1). The preimages of the lines (0, 1) × {k} for k ∈ K are geodesic segments. (See figure 25) . The simplest example is a simple closed geodesic; here K can be taken as a single point in a small enough neighborhood. For a "generic" lamination however, K will be a cantor set. Here is a sketch of the argument: The Gauss-Bonnet theorem implies that the area of S λ is −2πχ ′ (S λ), where χ ′ is the Euler characteristic χ(S λ) minus half the number of boundary cusps. By extending the tangent lines of ∂(S λ) to a line field in the interior (see Figure 27 ) one sees that χ ′ (S λ) can be written as a Poincaré-Hopf sum of indices of singularities. By extending this line field continuously across λ one obtains χ ′ (S λ) = χ(S), and the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem applied to S completes the proof. (In fact, geodesic laminations are even thinner than that: A theorem of BirmanSeries [12] , see also Bonahon-Zhu [75] , shows that a geodesic lamination has Hausdorff dimension 1, and more dramatically that the union of all geodesic laminations in S is a subset of Hausdorff dimension 1.)
The lift λ of λ to H 2 is a lamination in H 2 , namely a Γ-invariant closed union of disjoint geodesics.
Note that λ is uniquely determined by the set of endpoint pairs of leaves, which gives a Γ-invariant closed set in
(Not every set will do: the endpoint pairs must satisfy a "non-linking" condition in the circle which corresponds to the leaves of the lamination not intersecting).
Let GL(S) be the set of all geodesic laminations on S. This set admits a natural Mod(S) action, via the lifts of mapping classes to the circle, and the description of laminations in terms of endpoint pairs. (Note that Γ-invariance of these sets implies the action of f ∈ Mod(S) is independent of choice of lift).
Topology of GL(S)
. Let X be a complete metric space and C(X) the set of compact subsets of X. The Hausdorff distance between A, B ∈ C(X) is the infimum of all ǫ > 0 such that A is in the ǫ-neighborhood of B and vice versa. If X is compact it is not hard to see that C(X) is compact.
We may consider GL(S) as a subset of C(S), and claim:
When S is compact this implies that GL(S) is compact as well. In fact it is compact whenever S has finite area, but for simplicity we will focus from now on on the case that S is compact.
Let us sketch the proof. Given λ n ∈ GL(S) converging to Z in C(S) we must extract the leaf structure of Z. Note that Z must be a union of geodesics, because any limit in C(S) of a sequence of geodesic segments of bounded length is a geodesic segment. However it is less obvious that these geodesics are all disjoint. A priori different subsequences can lead to intersecting geodesics, and in fact it is not clear that Z is not all of S! Figure 28 . The area of an ǫ-neighborhood of the boundary of an ideal triangle.
The main enemy is the possibility that λ n get "denser" in such a way that Z has nonempty interior. Hence, we need some type of "uniform sparseness". The main ingredient is to use the structure of S λ to show that area(N ǫ (λ)) < O(ǫ log 1/ǫ) for any λ ∈ GL(S) (all that matters here is that the bound on the right is independent of λ, and goes to 0 with ǫ). In view of the fact that λ itself has area 0, it suffices to consider an ǫ-neighborhood of the boundary of a complementary component. To give the idea let us consider the case of an ideal triangle in H 2 ( Figure 28 ). Here, an ǫ-neighborhood of the boundary is covered by three cusp neighborhoods bounded by horocycles of length roughly ǫ, each of area O(ǫ), and by three strips along the remaining segments of boundary, which have width ǫ and length O(log 1/ǫ).
With this estimate in hand, consider a geodesic arc a of fixed length that makes an angle at least θ > 0 with leaves of λ n . The local product structure of λ n , together with the estimate of area, implies that a ∩ N ǫ (λ n ) has length going to 0 with ǫ (keeping θ fixed). Hence, for high n, a cannot be too close to a geodesic arc in Z. From this we can conclude that the geodesics in Z are simultaneously aligned with λ n for all high enough n, and the result follows from this. Figure 29 . In a lamination chart for λ n , the area estimate implies that a transversal making definite angle with λ n has small intersection with an ǫ-neighborhood.
Measured laminations.
A transverse measure on a lamination λ is a family of Borel measures on transversal arcs, invariant by holonomy (sliding transversals along λ, supported on the intersection with λ, and additive over concatenations of transversals.
The basic example is a simple closed geodesic with "counting measure" -the total measure of a transversal arc is the number of intersection points with λ.
Every lamination admits some measure: consider a leaf ℓ in λ and take the counting measure associated to a very long segment in ℓ. This is not a transverse measure -holonomy can slide transversals past the endpoint and the measure changes. However if we take a sequence of segments whose length goes to ∞, and then rescale the counting measures appropriately, we obtain a limit which does satisfy holonomy invariance. This is a weak-* limit, meaning that on any fixed transversal the measures converge, when integrated against any continuous function.
On the other hand the support of such a measure may not be all of λ. For example if γ is a closed leaf of λ and ℓ a leaf that spirals onto γ, ℓ cannot support a positive amount of measure, because then the measure on a transversal crossing γ would be infinite.
One can show that the number of such isolated leaves is uniformly bounded, and once they are removed the remainder falls into a bounded number of minimal components that are the supports of measures. We state this without proof: 
Each component of λ ′ is minimal, meaning that every leaf (and even half leaf ) of it is dense in that component. The number of components of λ ′ and leaves of δ is bounded in terms of the topological type of S.
The space ML(S) of all measured laminations admits a natural topology induced from weak-* convergence on transversals. One of Thurston's striking discoveries was that ML(S) is homeomorphic to Euclidean space, and that this has implications for Mod(S), for the structure of Teichmüller space, and for the theory of hyperbolic 3-manifolds. We will not develop this further here, however, because we will sketch a proof of the classification theorem that sidesteps this part of the theory. Let us also record the notation PML(S), or projectivized measured laminations, for the quotient of ML(S) minus the empty lamination by the natural equivalence of scaling of measures.
Measured foliations. For our description of pseudo-Anosov maps, it will be helpful to have the related and equivalent structure of measured foliations. A measured foliation is a foliation of all S minus a finite number of singular points, with a standard "pronged" local picture at each singularity (and puncture), together with a transverse measure defined as above, except that the holonomy maps cannot slide past the singular points. (See Figure 10 for an example).
Measured foliations do not have geodesic leaves, and we consider them up to an equivalence relation generated by isotopy and "Whitehead moves", which are collapses of singularities along compact leaves. With this we obtain a space MF(S) and PMF(S), admitting actions by Mod(S). Figure 32 . Straightening a foliation yields a lamination, and collapsing a lamination yields a foliation.
There is a natural homeomorphism MF(S) → ML(S), which respects all this structure. It is essentially the "straightening map": lifting a foliation to H 2 one can show that each leaf is a "quasi-geodesic" and has distinct endpoints on the circle, which are then connected by a geodesic arc. Conversely the space between the leaves of a geodesic lamination can be "collapsed" to yield a foliation. (See Figure 32) .
(We caution the reader that this is not the same as the extended foliation of Figure 27 -that foliation has many parallel leaves that do not support a non-zero transverse measure.)
Definition of pseudo-Anosov. The examples from Section 1 can now be described as part of a general class. A map f : S → S is pseudo-Anosov if, after isotopy, there is a pair of measured foliations F + , F − that can be realized transversely and with the same singular points, so that f takes the leaves of F + to each other and those of F − to each other, and there is an m > 1 so that f multiplies the transverse measure of F + by m and that of F − by 1/m. Equivalently, the transverse measures of F + and F − give locally Euclidean charts on S minus the singularities, such that leaves of F + and F − map to vertical and horizontal lines, respectively, and the action of f is locally given, up to translation, by the matrix m 0 0 1/m . One can of course describe this in terms of a transverse pair of measured geodesic laminations, which f takes to multiples of themselves by m and 1/m. In our proof of the Nielsen-Thurston theorem much of the discussion will take place in the lamination setting.
The Nielsen-Thurston classification theorem
In Section 1 we observed that for nontrivial mapping classes of the torus there is a trichotomy: elliptic (rotation), parabolic (twist), and hyperbolic (Anosov). This classification is generalized by the following celebrated theorem: Theorem 3.1. For every f ∈ Mod(S) one of the following holds:
(1) (Elliptic) f has finite order, (2) (Reducible) There is a system C of disjoint essential simple closed curves such that f (C) = C (up to isotopy), (3) f has a pseudo-Anosov representative.
Note that (1) and (2) are not mutually exclusive. On the other hand a pseudoAnosov map cannot be elliptic or reducible, because every simple closed curve c crosses the foliations in an essential way, and the action of f stretches c in the direction of F − and increases its length exponentially fast. The reducible case generalizes the twist case for the torus, in which the core of the Dehn twist is the invariant curve system. In general once a reducing system C is found the classification can be applied inductively to its complementary surface. In the next section we will sketch a more detailed description of the reducible case, which involves identifying a canonical reducing system C.
The proof that we will sketch here closely follows the proof given by Casson in [20] (see also Gilman [30] for connections to Nielsen's work). It is different from Thurston's original proof, which depends more strongly on the topological structure of PML(S) and its use in the compactification of Teichmüller space, nor is it Bers' proof, which uses the metric structure of Teichmüller space.
Proof: (For simplicity we restrict to the case of a closed surface, of genus 2 or higher). In this section we will actually prove a slightly weaker statement, namely that if f satisfies this condition: (*) For every isotopy class of simple closed curves c in S, the orbit {f n (c)} is infinite then f is pseudo-Anosov. Note that (*) immediately implies that f is not finiteorder or reducible, but the opposite implication requires a bit more work.
Given f satisfying (*), we need to find the invariant laminations/foliations. Since GL(S) is compact (Lemma 2.1), we can extract an accumulation point λ ∈ GL(S) for the infinite sequence {f n (c)} n>0 . The rest of our argument can be summarized as follows:
Invariance: Lemma 2.2 on the structure of laminations gives us
where λ ′ is the measurable part. Using condition (*) we prove that f (λ ′ ) = λ ′ , and that λ ′ fills S, i.e. components of S λ are ideal polygons. Dynamics: Study the actions of lifts f on ∂H 2 . Show that we get "northsouth dynamics" where endpoints of leaves of λ ′ are attracting fixed points, and the repelling fixed points are endpoints of leaves of the corresponding lamination for f −1 . This is enough to give the topological picture of two transverse invariant laminations (or, after collapse, foliations).
Measures: Build the invariant transverse measures, using a Markov partition and the Perron-Frobenius theorem.
We give more details below.
Invariance: We have λ = lim f ni (c) for some subsequence n i → ∞. It is not a priori clear from this that λ should be invariant. However, note that λ ′ has the following property:
For if a leaf ℓ were isolated, it would be a closed leaf (each component of λ ′ is minimal). But then, being isolated means that eventually f ni (c) just equals ℓ, since a neighborhood of ℓ meets no other curves in the limit. But this contradicts the irreducibility assumption.
Hence, there are infinitely many leaf segments of λ approximating any segment of λ ′ . This implies that (***) λ ′ and f m (λ ′ ) have no transverse intersection for any m ≥ 0. We conclude that λ ′ and f m (λ ′ ) are either disjoint or their intersection is a sublamination of both. Hence their union is a lamination, and similarly
2 gives a uniform upper bound to the number of components of a lamination, so this sequence eventually stabilizes. The union gives an invariant lamination µ.
However if µ is not filling, it is carried on a proper subsurface, and this gives a reducing system of curves for f .
We conclude that µ is filling, and hence minimal, and hence that all the pieces were already filling and equal to each other. So λ ′ = f (λ ′ ), and λ ′ is filling.
North-South Dynamics:
We now study the action on the circle of the lifts of f to the universal cover. We can immediately learn something from the finitely many complementary regions of the lamination λ ′ . Each one is an ideal polygon, and f must permute them. Thus there is some power f p which fixes each polygon, and moreover fixes each of its vertices. Lifting to the universal cover, we find that for each lift P of a complementary polygon there is a corresponding lift f p which fixes its endpoints on the circle.
The following lemma gives more details about the dynamics of these fixed points, not just for these special lifts but for all lifts (see Figures 34 and 35) . The main step in the proof is an analysis of the following situation. Let ℓ be a leaf of λ ′ . Its boundary divides the circle into two intervals I and J, and we say ℓ is non-isolated in I if there is a sequence of leaves of λ ′ converging to ℓ whose endpoints are in I (Figure 36) .
The dynamics on the non-isolated side of a fixed leaf are determined by this lemma (see Figure 37 For simplicity we will sketch the proof of this in the case where the power p is 1. Because every leaf of λ ′ is dense in λ ′ and λ ′ is filling, ℓ crosses a lift c of c. Since f ni (c) converges to λ, the limit of f ni (∂ c) cannot have a point in the interior of I, because this would imply transversal self-intersections of λ (Figure 38) .
Hence the endpoint of c in I converges to an endpoint of ℓ, so that at least that endpoint of I is attracting in a neighborhood in I. A bit of care, again involving the avoidance of transverse self-intersections, shows that the other endpoint is attracting too. Now we claim that in I there is one other fixed point which is repelling, and that's the North-South dynamics we wanted. We show this by backward-iterating a leaf that lies near ℓ in I, and arguing that if it accumulates on a leaf (and not a single point) then that leaf has repelling behavior for f , but that contradicts what we just proved applied to the new leaf ( Figure 39 ). Figure 39 . If the backward iterates of the leaf near ℓ converge to a leaf, we obtain a contradiction. Now, given any polygon P of λ ′ which is fixed by a power of a lift f , note that each side of P is non-isolated on the interval which is outside of P . Lemma 3.3 therefore gives us exactly the dynamical picture we are looking for.
A leaf of λ ′ which is not on the boundary of a polygon is non-isolated on both sides, and so if such a leaf is fixed by a power of a lift, we again get the desired picture.
Now considering an arbitrary lift f , it remains to show that if no power fixes any leaves of λ ′ then a power must have exactly one attracting and one repelling fixed points. This can be done by similar methods, and we omit it.
Finally, this argument can also be applied to f −1 , and it follows immediately that the repelling fixed points of lifts of f must be the attracting fixed points for the corresponding lamination µ ′ for f −1 . Hence the two laminations are transverse and have the dynamics we expect.
Transverse measures: Let us collapse the laminations to transverse singular foliations L (for λ ′ ) and M (for µ ′ ). (This isn't strictly necessary but improves the picture a bit.) Call the leaves of L "horizontal" and those of M "vertical". Note that a singular point appears for every transverse pair of polygons of λ ′ and µ ′ ( Figure 40 ). Remember that we have replaced f by a power, so that it fixes each singular point as well as the leaves of L and M that meet it. Figure 40 . After collapsing, the boundary leaves of a polygon of λ ′ become expanding leaves meeting a singularity, and the boundary leaves of the corresponding polygon of µ ′ become contracting leaves.
We find a decomposition of S into "rectangles" as follows: At each singular point choose horizontal initial segments of each leaf of L that meets it. Fixing these for the moment, extend from each singular point a vertical leaf that continues until it first meets one of the horizontal initial segments. This must occur because every leaf of L (and M ) is dense, since the original laminations were filling.
Having fixed these vertical segments, continue the original horizontal segments until they hit the vertical segments ( Figure 41 ).
The complement of this system of segments must be a finite union of disks, which we call "rectangles" because each one of them has two boundary segments along L and two along M , and is foliated on the interior by L and M , without singularities. Call the L and M boundaries of a rectangle R ∂ h R and ∂ v R, respectively.
Number the rectangles R 1 , . . . , R k . Because f contracts leaves of M at the singularities and f −1 contracts leaves of L (this follows immediately from our northsouth dynamics upstairs), we can see that the following holds, for each R i : 
So {R i } is a Markov partition, and the images f (R i ) cut each rectangle cleanly into subrectangles (Figure 42) .
We are trying to find invariant transverse measures on λ ′ and µ ′ , or what is equivalent, a (singular) Euclidean metric on the foliated surface such that L and M are horizontal and vertical straight lines, on which f acts like a hyperbolic linear map m 0 0 1/m , for some m > 1. If we were to succeed, each R i would inherit a height and a width. Moreover the vectors of heights and widths, h = (h(R i )) and w = (w(R i )), would satisfy an eigenvalue equation, as follows:
Because of the Markov condition, each R i is decomposed by the images f (R j ) into a vertical stack of subrectangles, and similarly each R i is decomposed by the preimages f −1 (R j ) into a horizontal stack of subrectangles. Let A be the incidence matrix, i.e. A ij is the number of subrectangles in R i ∩ f (R j ). Note that (applying f −1 ) A ji counts the subrectangles of f −1 (R j ) ∩ R i , so that A t is the incidence matrix for f −1 .
If we have found the right metric then h(R i ) = j A ij 1/mh(R j ), or in other words Ah = mh where h is the vector of heights. Similarly for the widths we would have A t w = mw. Now A is a matrix of non-negative integers. Moreover for some power A n , all of the entries are positive: this is because the forward image of each leaf segment starting at a singularity must eventually cover the entire leaf, so the image of each rectangle eventually meets every rectangle. A n is of course the incidence matrix for f n . The Perron-Frobenius theorem tells us that A has a unique eigenvector with positive entries, and that its eigenvalue m is the unique largest positive eigenvalue of A. This gives us the vector of heights. Since A t has the same set of eigenvalues, the same argument gives the desired vector of widths, with the same eigenvalue m.
Classification continued, and consequences
We are almost done with the proof of the classification theorem: we have shown that, given condition (*) (all curves have infinite orbits), the map f has a pair of invariant laminations (or foliations), with transverse measures that are expanded by f and its inverse, respectively, by the same factor.
It remains to check that condition (*) is equivalent to irreducibility. It is clear that (*) implies irreducibility, but we must also show that if (*) fails, i.e. if there is a curve with a finite orbit, then f admits an invariant system of disjoint curves, and hence is reducible.
To do this we introduce the idea of canonical reducing systems. This will also allow us to better understand the reducible mapping classes, and to obtain some consequences about the structure of subgroups of Mod(S).
Definition 4.1. The canonical reducing system C f for f ∈ Mod(S) is the set of (isotopy classes of ) simple closed curves c such that
• the orbit {f n (c)} is finite, and • for every curve b crossing c essentially, {f n (b)} is infinite.
It is immediately clear that:
• C f is a system of disjoint curves (hence finite).
• C f is empty if f is finite-order or if (*) holds.
• C f n = C f for any power n = 0.
• C f is natural, i.e. g(C f ) = C gf g −1 . In particular f (C f ) = C f , and in fact g(C f ) = C f whenever g and f commute.
It takes a bit more care to check that • C f is non-empty if f does not satisfy condition (*) but is of infinite order.
This we do by induction. Given such an f , let c be a curve with finite orbit. For some power f p , c is fixed and its complementary component(s) are each fixed. Suppose in each component Y , f p is finite order. Then a further power f q is the identity on each component. Since f is infinite order, f q must be a (power of a) Dehn twist on c, and then every curve that crosses c has infinite orbit, hence c ∈ C f q = C f .
Suppose in some Y f p | Y satisfies (*), and hence is pseudo-Anosov. Then (here we have to think a bit about the dynamical structure we have been discussing) every curve that crosses c essentially must intersect Y in some collection of essential arcs, and these cross the laminations of f p | Y , hence their images grow exponentially in length and in particular have infinite orbits. Again c ∈ C f p = C f .
Finally we have the possibility that some f p | Y fails to satisfy (*) but has infinite order. Then by induction C f p |Y is nonempty. It follows that C f is nonempty, though one should take a bit of care showing that curves not contained in Y but crossing a curve of C f p |Y have infinite orbits.
This concludes the proof of the classification theorem, and we also have a more complete picture: Given an infinite-order reducible f , we have a canonical nonempty invariant curve system C f . The complementary regions of C f are permuted by f , and some power f p fixes them. In each component, f p is either pseudo-Anosov or finite order (else there would be even more curves of C f inside). This gives us the beginnings of a discussion about basic types of subgroups of Mod(S).
Abelian subgroups. An obvious way to get an abelian subgroup of Mod(S) is to decompose the surface into pieces and choose homeomorphisms supported in each piece. Birman-Lubotzky-McCarthy [11] showed that this is essentially all that can happen; in fact they showed that these are the only possibilities for (virtually) solvable subgroups as well.
The canonical reduction system is the tool for doing this. If f and g commute then g(C f ) = C f and f (C g ) = C g , by naturality. It follows immediately that C f and C g cannot intersect. Hence the union is an invariant curve system for the group generated by f and g. A finite-index subgroup must therefore fix every component of the resulting decomposition.
We will see below that two pseudo-Anosovs commute only if they are powers of a common element. An immediate consequence of all this is a bound (3g − 3 + n) on the rank of any free abelian subgroup of S g,n . The obvious maximal-rank groups are those generated by Dehn twists on the curves of a pants decomposition of S, but these are not the only possibilities (exercise).
Free groups, ping pong and the Tits alternative. One can find many free subgroups in Mod(S), once we have the classification theorem. Suppose we have elements f and g which are pseudo-Anosovs that do not have the same invariant laminations. That is, no two of the four laminations, which we denote λ ± f and λ ± g , are equal.
To describe the proof we must appeal to a slightly finer description of the action of Mod(S) on laminations than we have had so far. We consider λ ± (which can be taken as small as we like) and a power f p such that f p takes the complement of U − into U + , and f −p takes the complement of U + to U − . We can do the same for g, obtaining V ± , and we can arrange for these open sets to all be disjoint, and for their complement to be nonempty. Denote X = PML(S), for brevity, and let
what we now have is, for any nonzero integer n,
We are ready to play ping-pong! Let w be a word composed of alternating non-zero powers of F and G, for example
where the n i are nonzero. Starting with the (nonempty!) set A ∩ B, we see that (e.g. if w has a power of F on the right) A ∩ B is taken to B A, then A B, and so on back and forth across the table. Hence in the end w(A ∩ B) must be in the complement of A ∩ B, and we conclude that w cannot represent the identity. In other words, the powers F and G generate a free subgroup of Mod(S). A similar argument applies, with more care, to the case where f and g are reducible but have data that "cross" in some way -either their canonical reducing systems intersect, or in a common component they have pseudo-Anosov restrictions with distinct laminations.
If two pseudo-Anosovs f and g share at least one lamination, then in fact they share both, and they are commensurable, i.e. satisfy f p = g q for some p, q ∈ Z. Hence they generate a finite extension of Z. This is not hard to prove but we will omit it.
A consequence of this discussion, together with the discussion of abelian groups, is a Tits alternative for Mod(S), analogous to Tits' foundational result for linear groups [71] . Finite subgroups. Since it is easy to build symmetrical pictures of surfaces, Mod(S) has many finite subgroups. Indeed every finite group occurs for some S.
A seemingly special situation is a finite group of isometries of a hyperbolic surface, but in fact this turns out to be the general situation, by the Nielsen realization theorem: Theorem 4.3. For every finite group G < Mod(S) there is a hyperbolic metric on S so that G is realized as a group of isometries of S.
This was proved by Steve Kerckhoff in the 1980's [45] , after several decades of partial results by many people. The proof uses a "center of mass" argument in the Teichmüller space, and the geometry of Thurston's earthquake paths, which are generalizations of Dehn twists to the setting of laminations. Note that an apparently weaker consequence is that a finite group G lifts to the group of diffeomorphisms of S. It turns out that this is actually equivalent! If a finite G actually acts by diffeomorphisms (as opposed to diffeomorphisms modulo isotopy), then we can average any Riemannian metric to get an invariant one. Then this invariant metric is conformally equivalent to a hyperbolic metric by the Uniformization theorem, and conformal isomorphisms of a hyperbolic metric are automatically isometries by the Schwarz lemma.
Not a lot is known about the general problem of lifting a subgroup of Mod(S) to Diff(S). Morita proved that the entire group does not lift (i.e. the sequence 1 → Diff 0 (S) → Diff(S) → Mod(S) → 1 does not split), and more recently MarkovicSaric [50] proved that Mod(S) does not even lift to Homeo(S).
A consequence of the Nielsen realization theorem is a bound, in terms of genus, on the order of a finite subgroup G < Mod(S). Since G acts by isometries the quotient S/G is a hyperbolic orbifold, or more mundanely a hyperbolic surface with (possibly) cone points with angles always of the form π/n. These can be classified, and in particular (this is just Gauss-Bonnet) there is a lower bound on the area of a hyperbolic orbifold. This gives an upper bound on the order of G in terms of the area of S, which depends only on g, again by Gauss-Bonnet.
There are, of course, many interesting subgroups of Mod(S) and we have only touched the tip of the iceberg. Examples of subgroups that arise naturally:
(1) Groups isomorphic to π 1 (S g ) inside Mod(S g,1 ), via the Birman exact sequence (2) The Torelli group and its various relatives and descendants (3) After identifying S g with the boundary of a 3-manifold M , the group of mapping classes of S g that come from restrictions of homeomorphisms of M (4) various right-angled Artin groups -these are a natural category that combines the notion of free and free abelian (5) stabilizers of certain "Teichmüller disks" in Teichmüller space (Veech groups) . These are naturally lattices in SL(2, R) and are related to the dynamics of billiards.
Further reading and current events
We have only given a brief taste of a subject with classical roots that has had explosive growth over the past 30 years or so. Further information on the general theory of Mod(S) can be found in Farb-Margalit [26] and Ivanov's survey [42] , as well as Birman's classic text [10] . One can read more about geodesic laminations in, for example, Bonahon [13] , Levitt [48] , as well as Penner-Harer [65] .
We have only hinted at Teichmüller theory -the study of the space of hyperbolic (or conformal) structures on a surface, on which Mod(S) acts discretely with Riemann's moduli space as quotient. See for example Gardiner [29] or Hubbard [39] , and Hamenstädt's notes in this volume.
There is a deep connection between mapping class groups and hyperbolic 3-manifolds, beginning of course with the mapping torus M f of a mapping class f , a 3-manifold fibering over the circle given by S × R modulo the action (x, t) → (f (x), t + 1). Thurston's celebrated hyperbolization theorem [69, 68, 64] states that M f admits a hyperbolic structure if and only if f is pseudo-Anosov. More recently, the work in [18] gives explicit methods for connecting the finer structure of a mapping class to the details of the geometry of M f . More generally, mapping classes are used to describe gluings of 3-manifolds along their boundaries. When these boundaries are incompressible (π 1 -injective), this leads to a structure theory quite similar to that of surface bundles. Compressible boundaries present a number of formidable complications, as indicated for example by the rich but incomplete theory of Heegaard splittings of 3-manifolds.
The L-shaped table in Figure 11 gives an example of a subgroup of Mod(S) acting by affine automorphisms of a flat surface. This subgroup naturally embeds in P SL(2, R), where in fact it is a lattice. Thurston originally gave constructions of this type in [70] , and they were generalized and studied by Veech [72] in terms of their close connections to the dynamics of billiards and translation surfaces. This connection, pioneered also by Kerckhoff-Masur-Smillie [43, 44] ), has given rise to a very active subject. See Hubert-Schmidt [40] for a good introduction.
One interesting point of view on the mapping class group is that of coarse geometry: As a finitely generated group, Mod(S) admits a word metric, or equivalently the metric induced from its Cayley graph, once a generating set has been fixed. The interaction between algebraic and geometric properties of groups can be very rich and its study goes back at least to the work of Milnor andŠvarc on growth rate in groups [57, 56, 67] and to Gromov's polynomial growth theorem [31] . See also Gromov's 1983 ICM address [32] .
An important geometric class of groups are the word-hyperbolic ones, whose geometry shares some of the coarse features of the classical hyperbolic spaces and of trees. Mod(S) is not hyperbolic, but it does admit an interesting action on a hyperbolic space, the complex of curves C(S), a close cousin of the complexes discussed earlier in the proof of the finite generation of Mod(S) (see Masur-Minsky [51] or Bowditch [14] for proofs of hyperbolicity). The action is not discretereducible elements, while of infinite order, act with fixed points. However pseudoAnosov elements act as translations, with quasi-geodesic axes, in analogy with translations in H n . Stabilizers of vertices of C(S) are closely related to mapping class groups of subsurfaces of S, and this leads to an inductive description that gives a detailed picture of the coarse-geometric structure of Mod(S) (see for example [52] and [1] ). An expository account of this, including applications to hyperbolic 3-manifolds, can be found in [58] .
One outcome of this type of analysis is a quasi-isometric rigidity theorem for Mod(S) (Behrstock-Kleiner-Minsky-Mosher [3] and Hamenstädt [35] ), namely the statement that any group with the same coarse geometry as Mod(S) is related to it by simple operations such as restriction to finite-index subgroups or extension by finite groups.
A finitely-generated subgroup H of Mod(S) (or any finitely-generated group) is undistorted if the inclusion of H into Mod(S) is a quasi-isometry -that is, if distances suffer bounded additive and multiplicative distortion. There is a growing but still incomplete understanding of which subgroups of Mod(S) are undistorted. Work of Farb-Lubotzky-Minsky [25] and Masur-Minsky [52] tells us that abelian subgroups and more generally stabilizers of curve systems and subsurfaces are always undistorted. On the other hand, Broaddus-Farb-Putman [17] showed that a number of natural subgroups, such as the Torelli group and the kernel of the Birman exact sequence, are exponentially distorted. Similarly Hamenstädt-Hensel [36] showed that the handlebody group is exponentially distorted.
Coarse-geometric techniques also shed a little light on the question of surface subgroups of Mod(S) -that is, subgroups of the form π 1 (Σ) < Mod(S) where Σ is some closed surface. It is an open question whether such groups exist all of whose nontrivial elements are pseudo-Anosov, and this question has bearing on the existence of negatively-curved 4-manifolds which fibre over a surface. Bowditch [15] showed that there are at most finitely many conjugacy classes of such subgroups. Related restrictions on subgroups are obtained by Behrstock-Druţu-Sapir [2] , through an examination of the limiting geometry of Mod(S) after unbounded rescaling. See also Mangahas [49] for applications to a uniform version of the Tits alternative, and Clay-Leininger-Mangahas [21] for applications to right-angled Artin subgroups.
The mapping class group also interacts with the rest of mathematics by way of analogy. Much of the study of Mod(S) is motivated by the classical theory of linear groups and lattices, and conversely the structural features of Mod(S) can inspire our study of other groups. Probably the richest single example of this is the study of Out(F n ), the group of outer automorphisms of the free group on n letters. The analogy of course comes from the identification of Mod(S) with Out(π 1 (S)) when S is closed.
Bestvina-Handel [9] and Bestvina-Feighn-Handel [7, 8] developed an analogue of the Nielsen-Thurston theory, and Thurston's work on laminations and traintracks, for this setting. Culler-Vogtmann's Outer Space provides an analogy to Teichmüller space [22, 73] . The literature in this area is vast and we cannot do it justice here. It is interesting to note that quite recently an analogue of the hyperbolicity theorem for C(S) was proved for two natural Out(F n )-complexes, by Bestvina-Feighn [6] and Handel-Mosher [37] . This promises to have interesting applications for the structure of this group.
The theory of laminations and foliations on surfaces has also inspired a significant generalization to the theory of group actions on R-trees. A measured foliation on S lifts to a π 1 (S)-invariant measured foliation on H 2 . Collapsing the leaves of this foliation to points yields a tree, called an R-tree, which inherits a metric from the transverse measure, and an isometric action by π 1 (S). Such trees are typically non-simplicial, so this is a strict generalization of the theory of Bruhat-Tits.
